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Kelly   Loeffler   personally   profits   from   the   climate   crisis.   
  

When   we   use   more   fossil   fuels,   Kelly   Loeffler   gets   richer.     
  

● Thanks   to    Loeffler’s   insider   trading   scandal ,   voters   know   she   invested   millions   in    fossil   
fuel   stocks .   After   facing    criticism   for   insider   trading ,   she   sold   her   fossil   fuel   stock   and   
now   has   a   net   worth   of   around    $500   million .   

● But,   Loeffler’s   husband   owns   one   of   the    biggest   fossil   fuel   exchanges    in   the   
world,   Intercontinental   Exchange   (ICE)   where   she   was   an    executive    for   16   years   
(2002-2018).   ICE   is   the   trading   market   for   about    half   of   the   global   trade   in   crude   oil .   

  
One   of   Loeffler’s   first   actions   as   Senator    was   to   urge   President   Trump   to   expand   coal   tax  
credits   and    end    renewable   energy   tax   credits.   

  
● Loeffler’s   top   five   donors   include   business   executives   from    Blackstone   Group ,    Quikrete ,   

and    Intercontinental   Exchange .   Blackstone   Group    invests   billions    in   fossil   fuels   including   
leaky   pipelines.   Quikrete    builds   fossil   fuel   pipeline   infrastructure,    mining   infrastructure ,   
and    coal   mines .   Intercontinental   Exchange   is   the   company   her   husband   owns,   which   
serves   as   one   of   the    biggest   fossil   fuel   exchanges    in   the   world.   

  
Kelly   Loeffler   proudly   states   she    agrees   with   Trump   on   every   single   issue ,   boasting   a   
“100%   Trump   voting   record.   

  
● This   means   that   she   agrees   with   Trump’s    climate   stances ,   which   include:   

○ Withdrawing   from   the   Paris   Climate   Agreement   
○ Dismantling   the   Clean   Power   Plan   
○ Enabling   dangerous   offshore   drilling   
○ Allowing   oil   exploration   in   publicly-owned   protected   wilderness   areas   of   Alaska   
○ Approving   oil   pipelines   that   cross   rivers   we   use   for   drinking   water   

  
Loeffler   calls   action   on   climate   “ radical ”   and   attacks   programs   that   would   bring   new   
clean   energy   jobs   to   Georgia.   If   Kelly   Loeffler   has   her   way,   Georgia   will   be   left   behind   as   
the   rest   of   the   country   transitions   to   clean   energy—just   like   West   Virginia   was   when   the   
rest   of   the   country   transitioned   away   from   coal.   

  
● “The   Democrats’   radical   Green   New   Deal   proposal   is   absolutely   ridiculous.   This   socialist   

plan   would   crush   the   American   Dream   by   killing   millions   of   jobs   in   our   energy   industry,   
bankrupting   our   economy,   and   expanding   the   Washington   bureaucracy   until   it   suffocates   
free   markets   and   individual   choice.”   -   Kelly   Loeffler,    Atlanta   Journal   Constitution   
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